**BUILD STEPS:**

1. **CUT OFF STICK TO DESIRED LENGTH**
2. **STACK UNDERPASS-X CONES ON HOCKEY PUCKS**
3. **PLACE AT THE DESIRED SPACING**
4. **INSERT CUT STICK INTO CONES (PRESS FIRMLY) ENSURE DESIRED SPACING**
5. **MARK HOLE LOCATIONS BASED ON SHOWN DIMENSIONS**
6. **PREDRILL .0625 (1/16) HOLES THRU STICK AND CONE**
7. **WHILE HOLDING THE STICK FIRMLY IN PLACE DRIVE 3.250 INCH SCREW DOWN THRU THE STICK AND INTO THE PUCK**
8. **RUN IT LIKE A RENTED MULE!**

**PRO TIPS**

- **SET CLUTCH ON DRIVER TO PREVENT STRIPPING OF THREADS**
- **STAND ON THE STICK WHEN DRIVING THE SCREWS HOME TO ENSURE ITS TIGHT**
- **USE A FINISH WASHER FOR CARBON TWIGS OR TO ADD A TOUCH OF CLASS.**

**HOCKEY DOT**

**HOME BUILD: HEAVY BUILD**
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